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A aelenographic e m r  analysis was performed f o r  
representative photographs taken on all five 
Lunar Orbiter missionso Nine points within each 
photograph are analyeed; contributions to the 
t o m  ermr are made by 'navigation, spacecraft 
attitud0, camera oh-time, and lunar radius e r m r s ,  
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ILn error d y s i s  was made f o r  representative photo frames for the  f i v e  missions. 
Selenographic la t i tude and longitude e r ro r s  were determined for the  camera t u d s  
intercept  i n  the frame (point 0),  corner points i n  the frame (EVAL border points 
1, 12* 23, 34)s and points approximately midway between the corners (EVAL border 
points  6, 19, 28, B), f o r  both the telephoto and wide-angle lenses. The asscciab 
eigenvalues ( A,, *) , ro ta t ion  angle ( f  ) and correlat ion coeff ic ient  ( ) f o r  
each frame p o b t  are a lso  determined f o r  the t o t a l  error. 
t o t a l  emor are made by navigation, spacecraft a t t i tude,  camera on-time, and moon. 
radius errors ,  being e r rors  i n  the nominal NAL input parameters. 
P 
Contributions t o  the 
It; should be emphasized that the e r r o r s  in photo locat ion and the  overall  e r ro r  
analysis described i n  t h i s  document do not account f o r  uncertaint ies  in the know- 
ledge of the lunar gravi ta t iona l  model. 
Ibcument D2-l.00814-1) have shown tha t  discrepancies i n  Apollo s i t e  locat ions of 
I, - 2 km still remain a f t e r  improvements are  made i n  o r b i t  determination procedm 
and epacecraft performance parameters. These discrepancies can be a t t r ibu ted ,  i n  
a large degreep t o  uncertaint ies  in the gravi ta t ional  model. 
For emmartzing purposes, it is useful t o  consider the Error-Set Frames, frames 
Checkpoint analyses (described i n  TBC 
~~~ 
typ ica l  of the brmr frames examined, giving representative and worst-case e m r  
ana lys is  resulta.  These results are included i n  this Section, be ing  summarized su 
preceded by a concise Error Analysis Swnmary Table, giving a range of standard del 
iations for the t o t a l  l a t i t u d e  and longitude errors.  For Missions I, 11, 111, an( 
V I  it is seen that errors typical. for Apollo frames are less than 0.4 lun i n  lat i-  
tude and longitude for the  telephoto lens (T),  and l e s s  than 0.6 km i n  la t i tude  
and Zongitude for the  wide-angle l e n s  (W). 
are observed (a f e w  km and mom), due t o  a combination of factors  including 
Por some Apollo framesp l a r g e r  errom 
at t i tude error (due partially t o  large a t t i t ude  maneuvers f o r  some 
fmnes, In conjunction w i t h  increased a l t i t ude  abovc 
46 ~ I U  for some frames, making the a t t i t u d e  e r ro r  
larger), and 
large camera axis tilt angle (making the e r r o r  due t o  moon radius 
larger) a 
Genmlly speakingp for Missions I,  TI, 111, and V, frames .i at law a l t i t u d e  (mean- 
ing 46 - 240 h), the  t o t a l  photo e r r o r  variance i s  a combination of simficant 
contributions f m m  a t t i t u d e  and navigation sources, with a s igni f icant  contributio 
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for Borne frame points due t o  moon radius error, especially for the W lens, 
a l t f tudea grea te r  than approximately 240 km, the a t t i tude  e r ro r  is  the predominant 
contributor. Errors of a few km are not uncommon for Missions I, 11, 111, and V, 
For 
as indicated in the  BrrOr Analysis Summary Table. 
The photo errors due t o  eamera on-time e r r o r  a re  essent ia l ly  negligible for a l l  
frames 
Frames taken a t  high a l t i t ude  re f lec t  the predominant a t t i t ude  errors ,  with an in- 
creased a t t i t ude  e r ror  for Blission I V  fm~nes  where the  maneuver is  not made rela- 
t i v e  t o  c e l e s t i a l  alignment, but t o  the previous al t i tude.  The Ermr Analysis 
S u r n m e q  Table indicates t h i s  trend for one, three, and f i v e  a t t i tude  maneuvers. 
The Ussiton IV errors are large as the Summary Table indicates,  being i n  the neigh. 
borhood of 30 km and more; nonlinearity is present in some of the larger errors 
(2 90 h), but they are given as an indication of the extensive uncertainty of soml 
frame points. In some oases the nominal o r  one or more perturbation intercepts  
(due t o  the 11 EVAL Pmgram primary errore)  for a frame point w i l l  be off the  moon 
permitting no data (M3) t o  be presented for that point. 
In some oases the navigation c m r s  used i n  t h i s  study are  s e t  equal t o  zero, due 
to  unavai lab ih ty  of the errors; this i s  done with negligible e r ror  f o r  Mission IV 
Cwjaes, where a t t i tude  e m r s  predominate. 
t m e s ,  the  navigation errors used contribute a variance comparable t o  t h a t  f o r  thc 
ntt i tude e m r  for some points in the frame, and a negligible variance for other  
For other missions, for low-al t i tude 
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2,O METHOD - OF lsNltLYSIS 
2,l General 
E iae  EVAL Program points in each photographic frarne f o r  both telephoto and wide- 
angle lenses are examined for e m r  analysis as indiuated in Figure 1, errors in 
selenagraphio latitude (&) and longitude (A  ) being detemined ( d o n g  with eigei 
values and associated rotation angle described i n  Appendix H). The border pointr 




- . -. . _. - 
- 82 -~ - .._ . PZ3 fir 
Figure 1, EVAL Prograxt Points Examined in Each Pmme for 
Error Analysis, f o r  Both Telephoto and Wide-Angle 
Lenses 
include the photo uorners and points approximately midway between them, 
The errom are obtained fro5 the fundamental relationship 
for the telephoto lens,  and 
m 
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2.0 METHOD - OF ANALYSIS, aont'd 
2.1 General, cont8d 
The sens i t i v i ty  matrices kT] and pJ in  equatiom (1) and (2)  respectively are 
obtained by- the  f i n i t e  differenoe method of perturbing the 11 nominal input (basic 
error-source) parameters of program EVAL (using a modified version thereof desig- 
nstsd PERVAL). 
(expressed i n  selenographic, mean, 1950.0 coordinates), three maneuver angles, 
the camera-on-time (GMT), and moon radius. 
The 11 parameters include s i x  Cartesian state-vector parameters 
The sens i t i v i ty  matrices a m  




















2.1 General, cont'd 
for the telephoto lens and 
O F  NAVI GAT/ON EXRORS,. 
S&UWOCE#7kId M E W ,  i SJa-0 -_______ -I-II -_-I - - - -  - A _ - -  
_-- -- -__  - - -- ---.-- 
-___ _ _ _  I - -- --- 
far the wide-angle lens, statistical independence pertaining between the input 
eub-(covariance) matrices as indicated. 
The input errors are,discussed i n  Section 3.0* 
Sample sensitivities are given in Appendix J. 
L 
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2.0. METHOD. O.F, ANALYSIS cont ‘d 
-2L2 Error Uncertainty versus Bias E r r o r  
Although all parameter errors exhib i t  random behavior over long periods of t i m e ,  
aome variables contain low-frequency components which give the p a m e t e r  a nomi- 
n a l  value (with smaller associated f luctuat ion)  during the time of in t e re s t  con-. 
-
ccrned with and pert inent  t o  the study. 
om be removed, and the remaining high-frequency uncertainty considered the para- 
inatsr e r ror  about the new nominal value. ‘Figure 1 i l l u s t r a t e s  determining of  the  
If t h i s  nominal value is determinable, it 





P \  - P 
NPCY H E M  
Pigum 1, Removing Determinable Bias Error ‘i; of PeLrame$er P 
The o r i g i e  probabi l i ty  density of  P and the  probabili ty density nsul&g a f t e r  
removal of-P ape i l l u s t r a t e d  i n  Figure 2 f o r  normal dis t r ibut ions;  the ( d k i r e d )  
reduotion i n  standard deviation occurs1 as the in i t ia l  standard deviation TPi 
wag large enough t o  include the en t i r e  random fluctuation. 
is the s t a n d a r d  deviat ion resu l t ing  after removal of F. 
The quantity Tpf 
I 
Figure 2, Pmbabi l i ty  Densities of P Before and After 
Removal of 
Such bios errore are removed wherever possible i n  the improved postmission study, 
matd&k%n$~io IXXW mm3na% vdmr ferr4ihe fcrlhwing parameters: 
ThUe 
stab ~ C t O r  
At t i tMe aaglsr 
camcra gem- 
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2eO mTHOD - OF ANALYSIS 
2.3 Choice of Frames for Analysis 
_I_ 
2 a 3.1 Introduction 
Phatography frames examined f o r  e r r o r  analysis fall in to  two categories: frames 
representative of photographs of Apollo s i t e s ,  and frames indicat ive of the errom 
&pzsent.-Bn photographs Qf areas o ther  than the Apollo s i t e s .  
L3.2 Photo Frames of Awllo S i t e s  
Apollo s i t e s  of i n t e re s t  are  des'ignated IP-19 IIP-2, IIB-6, IIP-8, IIP-11, IIP-13, 
IXTP-9, IIIP-11, and IIIP-22 i n  the LO I11 final report  (ref 1). 
Apollo frrunea of i n t e re s t  (and examined f o r  e r r o r  analysis) f o r  each mission, and 
t h s  corresponding s i t e  designation. 
photo pass,  the frarne exainined f o r  e r r o r  analysis is the first of two, ReCOnd of 
four,  fourth of eight ,  and eighth of eiicteen, as the errors are v i r tua l ly  unaffecte 
f r o m  one end of the pass t o  the other. 
were of in t e re s t ,  and exnrnined as l i s t e d . i n  Figure 1. 
-
Figure 1 gives 
Where a s e r i e s  of  frames a re  taken f o r  a giver 
For Mission N photogm@hs,-spscific frames 
2.3.3 -- F m e s  Examined Other T h a n  f o r  Apollo Si t e s  (llAdditionalll Fraraes) 
A procedure w a s  worked out for choosing "additional" frames t o  examine f o r  e r ro r  
analysis, indicative of e r rors  i n  photographe taken of areas other  than Apollo s i t e  
For each mission a l l  passes were noted f o r  areas o ther  than the 'Apollo s i t e s  of 
Figure 1; a representative frane f o r  each pass was l i s t e d  (first of two, second of 
four, etc.  frames i n  a sequence) along w i t h  camera axis ,  tilt angle, and spacecraft  
a l t i tude .  
tilt angle and spacecraft  a l t i t ude ,  o r  if it was reprtsentat lva of a number o f  othe 
franes. Where a frame w a s  chosen as . representat ive,  the frame ordinar i ly  chosen 
f o r  e r r o r  analysis was such as  t o  give a conservative e r r o r  representation f o r  the 
o ther  frames, corresponding t o  greater rpacecraft a l t i t ude  and aamera a x i s  tilt 
angle. In general a p a m a  chosen as representative would have a tilt angle within 
t 2 ,5O of the frame it represents, and an a l t i t ude  within 2 8 km f o r  a l t i t udes  i n  
the neighborhood of 50 Im (and within the same percentage f o r  grea te r  a l t i t ude  ex- 
cept for Mission IV: wit'nin 2 150 km). 
representative o f  typicdl  maneuver sequences 
A frame yoas then chosen f o r  e m r  analysis if i t  was unique as regards 
For Mission IV, frames were a l a o  examined 
In choosing a f m e  for e r ro r  analysis, deeming it  representative of other  frames, 
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* Engineering. work designation 
Figure 1, Designation of A p o l l o  Frames Examined 
For EFsor Analpie For Ehch Mission 
SHEET 19 




2.0 m T H O D g  ANALYSIS, cont'd 
2.3 Choice Frames for Analysis, cont'd 
~ ~ 3 . 4  Error code, 
The e r ro r  d y s i s  frames comprise the error code used f o r  all frames examined f o r  
nominal results in tho improved postnission study. 
established for each mission, signifies(for any frame of interest) the frame ex- 
amined for error analysis deemed most representative of the error9 incurred in the 
frame of interest .  
tilt angle, and maneuver angle magnitudes; Appendix D gives the error  code f o r  
The e r r o r  code designation, 
The detominatlon is baaed upon relative spacecraft altitude, 
% 
P, TBC Document M-100753 Lunar  Orbiter III,,Pinal Repor t ,  September 6, 1967. 
SHEET 21 






Input errors t o  the study are generally covariance matrices corresponding t o  the 
error-producing nominal inputs to the  EVAL P r o g m .  
matrix [If] of navigation errors, error Bources from which are computed the cova- 
These include a covariance 
iancs matrices 
telephote and wide-angle lenses respeotively, camera-on-time e r r o r  V t  , and 
and i$] of iaaneuver angle e m r s  a t  f i n a l  at t i tude f o r  the  
2 
moon-xadius error T 4 
3*2 Corariance Matrix Navigation Errors [N] : 
The o r b i t  determination program ascer ta ins  the s t a t e  vector (TRANSF+P input t o  the 
EVAL Program) and,corresponding covariance matrix as epoch time (TRANST input t o  
the EVAL Program), a time preceding - the first phota, i n  a sequence by approxiaately 
two minute$ fo r  most passes. The s t a t e  vector is obtained i n  selenooentrlc t m e  
vernal equid x of date Cartesian coordinates, but referred t o  selenocentric mean 
vernal  equino The 
associated covariance matrix of navigation errors [3] i s  retained i n  selenocentric 
*true of date coordinates, however, as the coordinate systems are only a f r ac t ion  
\ 
T 
'i of 1950.0 Cartesian coordinates for input t o  the EVAL Program. 
of a degree apart, an e m r  over-ridden by assumptions r e l a t ive  t o  the o r b i t  de- 
termination program model. 
Punched output cards describing [N] are available f r o m  the o rb i t  determination pro 
gram, and converted f o r  use i n  the 1108 error analpis program. 
It I s  noted t h a t  the navigation errors do not include the e f f ec t  of uncertainty in 
g l ~ ~ n  gmvi t a t iona l  model, but o ther  uncertaint ies ,  such as DSN r a d a r  e r rors ,  5 
error, DSN station-location uncertainty,  etc. 
t i o n  3.3.3. 
In some cases [N] is s e t  equal t o  zem due t o  unavai labi l i ty  o f  the navigation 
oovariance matrix; this i s  done with negligible e r ro r  for Mission N, where atfi-  
hrde e m r 5  predominate. 
gat ion errors contribute 8 variance comparable t o  t ha t  f o r  the attitude error f o r  
- .I . ~ __  - - __ __ _ _  - 
This ornission i e  discussed i n  Sec- 
b 
For other  missions, fo r  low-altitude frames, the navi- 
aome points i n  the frame, and a negligible variance for other  points. 
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3.0 INPUT ERRORS, cont 'd 
3.2.2 Limitation an Scope of [N] 
Introduction 
O r b i t  deteradnation in the presence of mathematical model errors is known t o  pro- 
duce erroneous r e su l t s  In both the solut ion and the associated s t a t i s t i c s .  This 
w a s  readily evPdent i n  the L& Orbiter  data for the o rb i t a l  phase, which has 
shown that  the standard deviatiomon the solut ion vector are  much more optimist ic  
than is physically possible. The o r b i t  determination program (OIIPL) used dur- 
ing the Lunar Orbiter missions obtained s t a t i s t i c s  on the s t a t e  vector of 50 - 
200 meters for data arcs  which contained maximum doppler residuals on the order 
of l : , to  2 Hz. Init ial  analysis using photo checkpoint locations as measumment 
of state r e c t o r  accuracy indicated that the posit ion of the spacecraft could 
not be determined to  an aocuracy grea te r  than 1 o r  2 laa with e d s t i n g  gravitation- 
al models. 
To overcome t h i s  problem, the exis t ing technique of residual feedback was sug- 
gested. 
three-way doppler residuals) t o  the s t a t e  estimate space i n  order t o  fome  the 
covariance matrix of s t a t e  t o  be aompatible with the actual  measurement residuals 
This method used feedback from the meqsurement residual space (two and 
under the constraint  of m i n b u m  mean squara error.  
c 
Discussion 
The residual feedback technique was implemented i n  ODPL f o r  the purpose of ob- 
taining more r e a l i s t i c  s t a t i s t i c s  on the solut ion vector (Reference 3). 
Pram t h e  use of this technique it became evident t ha t  the s t a t i s t i c s  were a d i -  
reo$ measure of the solution f i t  quality. There was a d i rec t  relation between the 
s i r e  of the residuals  and the magnitude of the s t a t i s t i c e ;  that  is, large reeidual 
produced.by model errors resulted i n  large standard deviations. However, short  
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3,2.2 Limitations on Saope of [H1 -1
three-orbit d a t a  a r c  solutions produced good l o c a l  data f i ts  and, hence, small 
cont'd 
statistias on the  order of 0.2 km. 
observable i n  the short  a rcs  and, therefore, the residual feedback s t a t i s t i c s  
represent a lower bound of  uncertainty ra ther  than an absolute measure of t o t a l  
error. 
lunar harmonice resul ted in:small doppler res iduals  whiah. also resulted i n  small 
The t o t a l  o r  global model e r ror  was not 
The technique used for OD solutions,  namely, soldng f o r  10 high-order 
standard deviations on the solution vectorc 
for 8 single checkpoint locat ion i n  the Lunar Orbiter  111 mission. 
tions are widely separated, but the s t a t i s t i c s  from the msidual  feedback teoh- 
In Figure 3, i s  shown two solut ions 
The loaa- 
nique indicate that each posit ion is knoqn t o , =  accurauy of a few hundred meters 
It i o  fairly obvious f r o m  this plot that  global s ' t a t i s t l c s  cannot be aomputed by 
the  deedbaek technique w i t h  three-orbit data arcs. 
An analysis w a s  performed t o  determine the accuracy of the standard OD solut ion 
(salve for s t a t e  vector and 10 high-order hapmonlcs) outside of the d a t a  a r c  
Involved. It was shown tha t  the solution is  poor outside the data arc. I n  
Pigum 4 is  plot ted the standard deviation in  the down-range direution for a 
series of e ight  o r b i t s  during the Lunar Orbitor V mission. Only the first four  
o r b i t s  are.contained i n  the data arc and the small standard deviations are ob- 
vious; the reason for the large values during the f i r s t  o rb i t  a re  due t o  an in- 
pud; apriori value of 2 km. It is apparent that this  was not the proper value 
t o  use since i t  decayed rapidly t o  a low value. 
the  data a rc  the standard deviations in the down-range direct ion grow quite  
rapidly. After only two orbi t s  the standard deviation is approaching 2 he 
It can be seen that outside 
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3,&,2 Limitation on Scape of B cont'd 
Conclusions ' 
Very good fits t o  the doppler data can be obtained i n  l imited regions (short datr 
arcs) by solving for s t a t e  and 10 high order lunar  harmonics. Extension of this 
solution beyond the d a t a  a rc  r e s u l t s  i n  ficreasinglg poorer fits as time passes. 
Uae of the residual feedback technique provided a lower bound f o r  the s t a t i s t i c s  
of short data a r c  solutions. It is  obvious from comparison with checkpoint anal- 
pvis results that redisti0 s t a t i s t i c s  a re  not generated by this technique. 
1 
Long d a t a  a r c s  result i n  la rge  s t a t i s t i c s ,  indicating that the current lunar gra- 
v i t a t iona l  models are not adequate for long arcs. Until a b e t t e r  model i s  ava i l -  
able, global solutions and statistics w i l l  not he obtainable, However, with a 
b a t t e r  model, the feedback technique will provide a check upon the sbgf ik t ics  
f r o m  the o r b i t  determination pmcesa. 
References 
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3.0 INRJT ERRORS, cont'd 
3.3 'Attitude Covariance Matrix 
3a 9.1 In t  mduction 
The a t t i t ude  covariance na t r ix  represents the e r rors  i n  the EVAL P r o g m  maneuver 
angles, computed f o r  both telephoto and wide-angle lenses,  giving 
respectively. 
establishingllirait-cycle posi t ion f o r  the gyro axes, gyro limit-cycle rate-inte- 
gxating-mode d r i f t ,  gyro rate-node d r i f t ,  gyro voltage-to-frequency error, CMSS- 
axia d r i f t  due t o  gym mounting e r ror ,  non-orthogod d r i f t  (caused in  an ax i s  
limit-cycling and off-center i n  the dead band, w h i l e  a maneuver is effected i n  
another ax i s ) ,  and camera axis-to-spacecraft misalignment. 
c r i b e d  below, and the covariance matrices I R 1 and [I$,] synthesized f r o m  them. 
The sources of e r r o r  include d a t a  reduction and t b l e w e t r y  e r rors  i n  
These errors are des- 
r 
L T- 
3.3.2 Ini t ia l  Orientation Error  
Spacecraft a t t i t u d e  is  i n i t i a l l y  established with respect t o  c e l e s t i a l  bodies f o r  
Mission I, 11, 111, and V frames (and the f i r s t  frame of a Mission I V  sequence), 
g i i i ng  the i n i t i a l  or ientat ion covariance a a t r i x  pJ which comprises a portion 
of the 
cond and successive frames of a Mission IV sequence, the imitial or ientat ion co- 
and [<I covariance matrioes f o r  the fra.mes o f  in te res t .  For the se- 
r 
wz&nce matrix ' I O  ] is the a t t i t ude  covariance matrix (LI$,, o r  f o r  the L 2  
preceding frame; t h i s  i s  so as c e l e s t i a l  realignment i s  not performed f o r  the Be- 
cond and successive frames i n  a Miesion IV sequence due t o  mission constraints ,  
a aonsiderable time duration. (s$ hr)  per ta lnirg between f m e s .  
TI, 111, and V (and single-frame sequences for Mission I V )  a single maneuver based 
upon c e l e s t i a l  alignment is  involved, the duration of the  frame se r i e s  being l e s s  
than one minute. 
Covariance matrix I O  I is derived Prom the  i n i t i a l  o r ien ta t ion  error of the ine- 
tial reference unit (IRU) axes re la t ive  t o  c e l e s t i a l  alignment, resul t ing via 
body-mounted ce l e s t i a l  sensors; we have 
Por Missions I, 
L 
P11 -%= I- 
I 
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L O  INPUT ERRORS, contfd 
3*3 Attftude Covariance Matrix, cont 'd 
3 A 2  Initial Orientation E r r o r ,  cont'd 
where \ 
v* = roll axia initid or ien ta t ion  variance 
2 
+* 
2 = 'pA (alfgnaent.of canopus t racker  null t o  reference p r i ~  (.025deg) 1 
2 2 +TIRuA (IRU alignmeat t o  reference p r i m  (.OO67deg) ). 
p-* 60 
P pitch axis initial orientat ion valiance 
a -q-& (d igmen% of sm-sensor nul l  t o  mirror ( . w e g )  2 
2 2 + vssw (alignrent of sun-sensor m i r r o r  t o  reference prism (.006deg) ) 
2 * (IHU alignment t o  reference prism (.0067deg) ) +vmA 
2 (sun-sensor nul l  s h i f t  (,OO2deg) 
+ Tsms 
r2 = yaw 8x is  i n i t i a l  o r ien ta t ion  varianoe % 
game tends as f e r t h e  pitoh axis ,  but s t a t i s t i c a l l y  independent, 
It ie noted tha t  the at t i tude er rors  are arranged i n  r o l l ,  pitch,  and yaw order 
for corrvenrienoe of analy,sis regardless of maneuver order; also,  the error values 
used in equation (1) were obtained from referenue 1, 
Where e m r  analysis is desizwd for a Mission N frame other  than the i n i t i a l  
(ce3.catially aligned) frame, p2] is used in place of pd , where 
(2) 
fer the telephoto lens,  and 
. -  PAW a [%I previous frarnb 
for the wide-angle case. 
(3) 
SHEET 3Q 
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3*3 Attitude Covarianc'e Matrix, cont'd 
3.3,3 Execution E r r o r s  
S O E ~  of the maneuver execution gyro e r m m  are a p p l i c a b l e  at final spacecraft 
a t t i t ude  f o r  a m u l t i - a x i s  maneuver, while others require adjustaent t o  final. 
a t t i t ude ,  a function of the =newer angles. 
matrioes and of maneuver angle errors applicable a t  f inal  a t t i tude ,  
since the photo-parameter s e n s i t i v i t i e s  r S  1 and are obtained (as far as thc 
maneuver angles are concerned) by perturbing the maneuver angles about f ina l  at- 
titude. 
directly - the execution e r r a r  covariance matrix E uonsidered in t h i s  sea- 
t i o n  - and which w i l l  hart t o  be adjusted t o  final a.t;titude through the m u l t i -  
axis maneuver -- the  i n i t i a l  or ientat ion error8 mentioned i n  the previous sea- 
t i o n  and execution e m r s  EX of the next seation. 
Errors const i tut ing EXl applicable t o  both telephoto and wide-angle lenses,  
We a m  interested i n  the covariancc 
b L t  
It i s  therefore necessarg t o  note which errors apply a t  f inal  a t t i t ude  
1151 
K 2 j  
c1 
where 
- a -- 01 
a. m l l  maneuver angle e r r o r  transmitted t o  final a t t i t ude  
a T 9 ~ i  2 2  (roll gym rate-mode error, where Tm = 1.67fi0-4 o/sec 
drif-k and TO is the t h e  duration of the r o l l  maneuver 
in  seoonda) 
= .025°~.577 fz +-q-raa ( r o l l  gyro rate-mode resolution error; 9- mre, 
P .0144° as the  error is upliformly dis t r ibuted,  and the 
f a c t o r  .577 applied t o  the 3 V  value) 
(gyro voltage-to-frequency conversion error; 
-wF% 
3 .001; 3 3 r o l l  maneuver angle ) 
3 .011, the 3 T ~ a l u e ,  times e577 = .00635°)e 
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3.0 IXPUT~ERRORS, oont'd 
3.3 At t i tude  Covarianor Matrix, aont'd 
a rmr  values be ing  obtained from reference 1. 
where, !I!@ is the  pi tch maneuver duration i n  seconds and @ the pitch maneuver 
angle i n  degrees. Finally 
where 'E is the yaw maneuver duration i n  seconds and the yaw maneuver angle 
y-' 
in degrees. 
3.3*4 &ecutian Errors I I  EX, 
A t t i t u d e  emre  (in addition t o  init ial  or ientat ion error) requiring adjustment 
t o  ihal spacecraft  a t t i t ude  a re  next considered. 
the r e d n i n g  gyro ermrs involved i n  the maneuver, along w i t h  gyro RIM (rate-in- 
tegrating: soda) d r i f t  and camera-to-spacecraft mountin& error. 
matrix far the  telephoto lens is given by 
Incltfdad in this category are 
The covariance 
(7) 
Syrr nETR IUL 
while for the wjlde-angle l e n s  
4 
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3 ~ 0  INPUT ERRORS, ConO’d 
3,3 AttLtude Covariance Matrix, uont’d 
3~3.4 Execution E r r o r s  
+ T2 (roll gym limit-cycle t e l e i e t r y  resolution e m r  = ( , 577x~ inpu t  
LsT/Z+ where a unifom dis t r ibu t ion  Is assumed) 
2 (roll  gyro rate-integrating mode e r r o r  during the time 
duration the e m r  
+ T m ( * p i x  f r o m  i n i t i a l  or ientat ion t o  camera on-time, tpix9 minus 
, a normal dist r ibu-  
tfon being aasumed) 
+ !$g2 ( r o l l  gyro. cross-axis d r i f t  due‘to pi tch maneuver, caused by e gym mechanical mounting e m r ;  Te i s  the time duration of the 
b . pitch maneuver and y- = l . l l ~ l O ’ ~  o/sec from reference 1 )  CAD 
/ -+ * * -(mlP gyro cmse-axis d r i f t  due t o  yaw maneuver, h e r e   TI^, i s  t h  
= l , l l i ~ O ‘ ~  o/sec) 
8 (roll gyro non-orthogonal d r i f t  due t o  a yaw maneuver, while t h  
Tuv’m time duration of the yew maneuver and TJ- CAD 
+ 3 
\ 
\ ‘OD ’ r o l l  4 s  is off-center in the limit cycle; -iqNoD i e003487 
Y’Y 
(reference 2 ,  where T* 
= 3.13d0-~ o/sec, where 
buted by assumption) ’ 
is the  error i n  yaw maneuver r a t e )  
yba 
= .009 sec and is nowally d i s t r  
yh 
2 
+ T C a m / S C  (caaera axis misalignment i n  spacecraft for telephoto lens; ( 
$7 b ! & c $ T  P . 0,l0/cO8 20’ = .106O as noted i n  Appendix A). 
For the pitch a d s  we have . +  
(where TI-‘ = .loas (: 2 + T 2 *  y C V x D  + TNOD * r2 y +vCaa/sCg . T  CanS/SCf+ 
noted In  Appendix A) , 
where the  errors are analogous t o  those for the r o l l  axis. 
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3,O INPUT ERRORS, ront'd 
3.3 Attitude Covariance Matrix, cont'd 
3.3*4 Exeaution E r r o r s  EX, I aont'd 
For the  yaw axie the var5ance i s  
2 2  2 2  2 (where y- s .I0/sin20* I CaS/SCy.! +  C CAD + .CTHOD ' 6  +"Cam/SCy f 
ss *293"as noted i n  Appendix A: 
erPOr 
\ 
where the errors are analogous t o  those for the roll and pStch axee with the 
following exception: 3oD i s  a function of the p l tch  maneuver r a t e  (a8 disuussed 
in mfemncc 2) becausecof tho gyro mounting or ientat ion,  whereas i n  equations (9: 
and (10) it was a function o f  the yaw maneuver rate.error, 
Continuing with the elenente of EXJT of equation (7), f 
as evident from the e r ro r  sourae inarerrenta pertaining for r o l l  and p i tch  errors; 
the camera axis misalignment does not en ter  i n  because of s t a t i s t i c a l l y  indepen- 
dent cone and clock alignment errorsI these errors being discussed i n  Appendix A. 




2 = (.106)(,293) = ,0311 deg; 
the aame misdignmenk (clock) e m r  is used for both roll and yaw axes, giving 
uni ty .  cor re la t ion  coefficient ( ). 
fie i l m i t  elernent of 'a2 
I 
L l  is 
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3.0 INPUT EkRORS, cont'd 
3.3 Attitude Covapianco Matr ix,  cont Id 
303.4 Exeau,tion Errors 
The elements of 
exoept f o r  the camem ax i s  misalignment error.  
of  equation ( 8 )  are ident ica l  with those of 
In  mounting the camera1 the te le -  
photo lens  was first  mounted re la t ive  t o  the spacecraft; then the wide-angle lens 
mounted r e l a t ive  t o  the  telephoto lens ,  as disoussed I n  Appendix A. Consequently 
the  alignment error is l a F e r  for the  wide-angle lens than for the telephoto, 
giving r i s e  t o  the  difference between pdw and Taking the elements 
(See Appendix A for 2 2  2 2 
values used for each 4. 5YXD vHOD $' ' TCeua/SC, ' a i s s ion  f o r r  
cant/sc6~) 
The correlation t e r a s  are 
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TOO I K W T  ERRORS, oont'd 
3.3 Attitude Comrlance Matrix, cont'd 
3*3*4 Execution Errors rEX cont'd 
where 
L-i 
L 3 . S  Total E r r o r s  
The a t t i t ude  cornfiance matrix f o r t h e  telephoto lens is the sum of the contri-  
butions examined, o r  
where f a c t o r s  F+ (for r o l l  
B~ansmit the r&euver angle errom t o  final attitude as discussed i n  Appendix B. 
Fe (for pitch e r ro r s ) ,  and F y ( f o r  yaw e r ro r s )  
In equation (19) 
and succeeding maneuvers of a Mission N sequence, where pJT = ~ ~ p m v i o u s  
i s  used f o r  cclsstiab alignment and p2] for the second 
frame p&l = p i j p r e v i o u s  as previously disaussed. 
. frasle 
Par the wide-angle lens the t o t a l  e m r s  are 
3&3.6 Maneuver Data Sheet 
Figure 1 gives .the format used t o  record input data(regarding the maneuver)require 
for each frame for computalion of [ RT ] and [%, , whether or P;?I is in- 
mlmd., These d a t a  aheets are coapiled for each frame i n  Appendix C. 
I1 
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Figure 1, Maneuver Data Required for Computation 
of A t t i t u d e  E r r o r s  
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3& INPUT ERRORS, cont'd 
3&7 Sample Attitude Covariance &trices 
,Sample attitude aovariancs matrices are given for Mission 111, Frane 73. 
%e units are degree8 . 2 
L -1 
7 1  05 E-02 . I929 E - 04 12 202. E -0 I 
-- I- 






3.0 INPUT ERRORS, oant'd 
3*3 Attitude Covqrianae Matrix, conC'd 
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3.0 INPUT ERRORS, cont'd 
3,4 Cwe,ra On-Time Error 
3,,4.1 Introduction 
'The sens i t i v i ty  of locat ion of points in a photo frame of in t e re s t  (located by 
erelenographic l a t i t u d e  and longitude) t o  camera-on-time (GMT) i s  obtained by the  
f lnlte difference nethod i n  perturbing camera-on-time (cot)  of program EVAL. The 
value used f o r  the e r ro r  i n  camera-on-time, root, is determined i n  this section. 
3.4.2 Error Sources 
The spacecraft programmer clock operates i n  0.1 second increments, identifying i n  
t i m e  a paraneter knm as the "time code interrogat ion pulse" ( T C I )  by use of 
those Increments. 
T C I  occurrs i n  time no more than 0.08 seconds e a r l i e r ,  nor nore than 0.02 seconds 
l a t e r  than ,the t i n e .  increment. This r e su l t s  i n  the  unifom probabi l i ty  density 
of Figure 1, enabling a b ias  e r r o r  BTCI of -0.03 seconds t o  be extracted and ap- 
The T C I  is Ident i f ied wi th  a par t icu lar  time increment i f  the  
* 
Figure 1, ProbabAlity Density of TCI  Pulse Relative t o  
Spacecraft-Clook Inurement 
plied t o  nominal canera-on-time; the associated uncertainty is VycI = 0.0289 sec 
(0,05xO.577 for a un i fow d is t r ibu t ion) ,  which w l l l  be reduced l a t e r  for some paa- 
ses by smoothing over the number of frames involved ( f o r  4 or more frames i n  a 
pase 1 
Operation of the telephoto and wide-angle lenses  re la t ive  t o  the T C I  introduces 
ror each frame an a d d i t i o n a l  c m r ,  detewined by reference t o  Figure 2. It is 
seen that  the b i a s  errors relative t o  the center  of the frame are 
* 
Tha 0.1 second time increnents are noted by the lamp code. 
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3.4 CaJaera On-Time E r r o r ,  cont'd 
3.1a2 Error Sources, cont'd 
Pigum 2, Telephoto (T) and Wide-Angle (W) Exposure Times 
Relative .to TCI Pulse 
r- I .  
c .  4. 
The uncertainties a& 
1 
= (1/3) v(,or) 'c ($)'(,0/7)" = ,013213 = ,00440 seet (6) 
where 
Since the uncertainties are sna l l  and do not differ greatly, the value 
r .023 see, 3 S w  = .017 sect and nonnal distributions are assumed. 
5 a ,00627 B ~ C  (7 1 
w i l l  be used f o r  both telephoto and wide-angle oases. 
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3.4 Camera On-Time Error, cont'd 
3-4.3 Smoothing Spacecraft Clock !Times 
The atandard deviation of smoothed spacecraft clock t i nes  may be deterrained by 
the r e l a t ion  (for the  dummy variable I) : x r -  --:l's~:.rix 2 .  
where a l i n e a r  f i t  has been applied t o  the points according t o ' t h e  r e l a t ion  
(10) 
A 4 m 
0 
x = x + x o t  
In the time in te rva l  -T d t 5 0. 
ity density function, the relat ionships  (where n is  the number of points snoothe& 
For least equares smoothing for any probabil- 
result, so t ha t  for the  conservative case where t = -T (smaller values resu l t ing  
for other values of t i n  tho in te rva l ) ,  
We then have f o r  various n, 
-= TTCI I, n = 1 and 2 f r a r e  points(cot 's)  b5 
(16 I lp = 4 frames Y q  - 4 3 7  v-;;Cr = ,0242 sec 
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3.0 INPUT ERRORS, cont'd 
3*4 -? Camera On-Time E w r  cont'd 
3,4.3 Smoothing Spa,cecraft Clock Tines, cont'd 
QS smoothing is  done only f o r  4?  8, and 16 frame sequeno8s: some exoeptions appl  
due t o  the nature of the data, so that  no slaoothing is effected (equivalent t o  
11 a 1). 
tion ie made on the Result sheet for the  f m e  In Section 5,0, the code being 
Where snoothing i s  accomplished and applicable t o  a given frame, nota- 
tu 
where n is the rnjmber of frames smoothed, 
% l e 4  Total Error 
me t o t a l  e r r o r  is  the root-sum-square o f  the  components 3 &id 
e m r  sources are s t a t i s t i c a l l y  independent; 
as the I 
n frames 
y = 
The results, using equations (15) through (18) are 
7 A 00296' -1 A = 1 and 2 frames 
n P 4 frames P- ,025l sec t 
0 (23) I n = 16 frsmes V< .r .0152 sec 
3.4.5 References 
1, "Photographic Subsystems Reference Handbook f o r  the _ - -  Lo 0. Pmgran," Eastman 
Xodak Cornpaw, L=O18375-RU, March 15? 1966.- 
4 





3*0 INPUT ERRORS, cont'd 
3*5  Error Employed f o r  Moon Radius 
3.5.1 Intmduation 
The moon mdius e r r o r  cause6 l a t i t ude  and longitude uncertainty i n  the photo 
border points and e r r o r  f o r  the camera axis intercept  f o r  non-zero tilt angle, 
the angle between the camera axis and nadir. 
radius uncertainty is a task beyond the scope of this study, some insight  is a- 
vailable,  leading t o  a reasonable estimate of t h e  error. 
Although the  determination of moon. 
L5.2 Moon Radius E r r o r  Estimation 
A number of s tudies  suggest Rm, the moon radius, i s  approximately 2 Ian l e s s  (for 
various regions of the moon) than the value 1738.09 km af ten employed. 
s tudies  inYPBre-Lunar Orbiter photo data, Ranger data, and Lunar Orbiter V/H 
data. 
cates  a reduction in Rsl t o  1736.1 lan. 
The moon radius uncertainty employed i n  t h i s  study is  taken as 2 l02 km (3U3, 
giving limits of 1738.09 d Rm L 1735,7 lap; -q-- 
It is noted tha t  the error uncertainty introduoed i n  the photo points is v i r t u a l l j  
insensit ive t o  nominal Rm, being dependent upon Rm uncertainty. 
radius uncertainty is generally not a large contributor t o  the t o t a l  photo error.  
. 
These 
Reference 1, using checkpoint data f r o m  f ive  Lunar Orbiter missions,  indi-  
used is therefore 0.4 lan. 
Also, the moon- 
9 
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3.0 INPUT ERRORS, cont'd 
30503 References 
1, The Boeing Company Document M-100814-1., Lunar Orbiter  Photo Site A c c u r a c ~  
Analysis F i n d  Report - Photo Site Analysis. 
- . -  
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4.0 COMPIJTER PROGRAtB - AHD PROCEDURES 
4.1 Introduction 
A 7094 computer prograrn designated PERVAL is designed t o  perturb eleven EVAL Pro- 
gram nominal input error-producing parameters t o  obtain the s e n s i t i v i t i e s  of nine 
photo frame locat ions examined t o  the eleven error sources; these sources are 
spacecraft  posi t ion.vector  components, selenocentric,  mean) 1950.0, 
a 
spacecraft  veloci ty  vector components, selenocentric,  mean, 1950.0, 
maneuver angles pertinent t o  photo frame of i n t e r e s t ,  
- J  Yaw 
% 
cot camera on-tiPe of frarae.of i n t e re s t ,  and 
moon radius. 
This program may accommodate stacked cases (photo frames) for the mission of in te r -  
e s t ;  the PERVAL output is i n  Fortran 2 language, and wri t ten on tape (designation 
C-2). The auxi l ia ry  program TCON converts the C-2 tape t o  Fortran 4 language for 
use on the 1108 camputer, yielding an A-4 (designation) tape. 
at the Boeing Computer Center, both the A-4 and its corresponding C-2 tapes being. 
retained i n  the event of loss o r  damage t o  the A-4 tape. 
ly s i x  frame cases for a given mission were put on each tape. 
The taperr are  stored 
An average of approximate 
The 1108 EBBOR Program obtains the photo frame er rom by performing the multiplica- 
t i o n  of the sens i t i v i ty  matrix (of photo framepmrmetelsto EVAL input error-producing 
pararaeters),times the covariance matrix of EVAL input parameters, times the afore- 
esfd sens i t iv i ty  matrix transposed. The t o t a l  photo e r rors  are presented f o r  each 
o f  the n i ~ e  points e x w e d  i n  the frame of i n t e r e s t ,  along with the component 
navigation, a t t i t ude ,  camera on-time, and moon-radius e r r o r  c- 
for each of the nine polnts for the t o t a l  errors a re  the eigenvalues, associated 




c 4.2 Tape Checks 
Checks on the va l id i ty  of the stored C-2 and A-4 tapes were made as follows: when 
SHEET 46. 























4.0 COMPUTER PROGRAMS PROCXURES, cont'd 
4.2 Tape 'Checks, cont'd 
the 7094 E'ERVAL Program i s  operated t o  obtain tape C-2, the nominal photo frame 
looations,  both telephoto (T) and wide-angle (W), on the computer pr intout  are 
checked against  the postmission photo support  data r e su l t s  (referenaes 1 t o  5); 
th is  is done as the postmission EVAL nominals were employed with negligible e r ro r  
t o  obtain the sens i t i v i ty  (T) and ( 8 )  matrices. 
tape C-2. 
A def in i t ive  check on,the C-2 tape i s  obtained as follows: i n  operating the TCON 
" h i s  s t ep  is a ten ta t ive  check on 
Program, the  first of a number of stacked cases has the 44 EVATJ photo border 
points and other  data printed out f o r  the nominal s i t ua t ion  for both (T)  and (W)  
lenses; this check is assumed a p p l i c a b l e  t o  a l l  stacked cases on the  tape. 
To check the A-4 tape, an 1108 (EFROR Program) mn is made f o r  the first case 
stacked, noting the errors(and the photo nominal8 and perturbations - - which a m '  
a l so  printed out)  for the nine frame points examined; this check is assumed appli- 
cable t o  a l l  cases stacked on the tape.  
4.9 Computer Program Description 
A Coordination Sheet from Mathematical S e M c e s  U n i t  2-2641 is  fnbluded i n  t h i s  
sub$ection giving de ta i l s  of the coaputer prograna PERVAL and ERROR. 
p a l  caisOinction regarding the  ERROR Program for t h i s  study depends upon the id- 
tial orientat ion of the spacecraft, f r o m  which the desired a t t i t u d e  is  attained f o  
the frame of in te res t :  
The princi- 
For c e l e s t i a l  alignment, f o r  frames of Missions I, 11, 111, V, and the 
first fmme o f  a Mission N maneuver ser ies ,  the flagword aard is  
1, -1, -1, 18 (4110 format); 
WheE o maneuver fs i n i t i a t ed . f rom a non-standard a t t i t ude ,  as for the 
second and additional frames i n  a Mission I V  maneuver se r i e s ,  the 
flagword card is  
1, -1, -b 18 (rno r o m t ) ,  
where N o i s  the  number of maneuvers i n  the ser i e s  including the one 
based upon celest ia l  alignment. 
The order of the input cards for each frame i s  
n t l e  card - 
Flagword card (4110 format) 
Navigation aovariance matrix, 1 2  cards (kK9 3316.8, 24K format) punched 













4o0  COESPUTER PROGRAMS AND PROCEDURES, cont'd 
4.2 Conputer Progran Description, cont'd 
7, T ~ ( d F l 0 . 5  format) 
Data reduction error oard 
Telemetry e r r o r  card (3P24.7 format) 
Rate integrating mode e r r o r  card 
Maneuver duration oard (3224.7 format) 
Factor card (3F24.7 format) 
Camera axis-to-spacecraft misaligmenk card f o r  (W) l ens  
Camera axis-to-spacecraft misalignment card for ( T )  l ens  
Maneuver angle card (3F24.7 f o m a t )  
% 




T h t A - 4  tape number card is  the second card in the deck, fo l lodng the job number 
aard, and has W e  following forraat 
0 
V E X @ G d = l ~  
~ w - w  I-? C ~ A C & ~  L. A+ TAPE NO.  
The Mathematical Services Unit Coordination Sheet follows. 
. .  . .  . 
. > .  
. I .  
. . .  
- .  
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COORDINATION SHEET E-100814 -3 
NO. 2-2641-1-035 Revised TO H a  J. K U h l S  
ITEM NO. 
cc W. R. Burr T. Jo Hansen DATE Feb. 26?b 1968 
W. Cm Moyera Octo 10, 1968 rev (To Po Dyer 
L o  B m  E1drnnk-p D. VanZandt MODEL ITPS 
FROM S. De Boerner, R. 1 m  Myers 
GROUP INDEX 
SUBJECT 
REFERENCE LCompuSting Work Authorization No. 1YL-DlC 
7094 PERVAL P r o g m  and 1108 ERROR Program Operation 
PNTROWCTION Reference 1 specif ies  changes t o  be made t o  EVAL (Evaluation Program for 
photosite locations) , a standard prograra f o r  Lunar Orbi ter  missions. 
TheBe changes have been made, resu l t ing  in a new 7094 program PERVAL 
(PERturb EVAL). 
gram on the 7094, and describe the operation of an addi t ional  program 
required t o  expedite the error ana1ysi.e (of the isproved postmission 
photo support study), the l lb8 ERROR Program. 
This memorandurn w i l l  out l ine the operation of t h i s  pro- 
- 
I. 7094'PERVAL Program \ 
' PERVAL is  xun under the LOS prystem on the 70 4, with the 8ame deck setup a s  EYAL with 
1. PERVAXI w i l l  produce 12 times as much output\as EVAL, ime. ,  i t  w i l l  produce 1 2  
the following exceptions: t 
- ., EVAL cases: the n o d  WAL case and 11 perturbed cases, perturbing X, Y, Z, 
DX, DY, DZ, roll,  pitch,  yaw., camera-on-time, and moon radius in that order. . 
?. PERVAL w i l l  have rnulticaae capabili ty:  each s e t  of GENT and EVAL inputs c a n  be 
I followed by another such s e t ,  and execution terminated by reading through an 
end-of -f i l e  . 
oamera-on-the can be given per case. 
minutes) for single cases. 
standard tapelconversion routine TCON, whioh may be run e i t h e r  seperately o r  
lmraediately after PERTAL 
3. PERVAL cannot produce a v  p lo ts  of i t a  output (TINY P 0 always), and only one 
4, PERVAL *ll use a short  f l igh t  tape, saving considerable time (approximately 5 
5. The mRVAL output w i l l  be wri t ten on tape and converted t o  1108 f o m t  by a 
Run time w i l l  be about 10 mlnutes per case. 
6, The deck setup f o r  running PERVAL i n  the produotiorl node is  as follows: 
a) LOS and IBSYS control cards '  
b). JPTRAJ 8ource deck 
c) ( 4  ca r4  
d )  C O W D i )  I N I T X d Z E  
e)  (0 card 
f )  Ephemerie cards f o r  current mission 
g ( 4  card - 
h 1 EVLL inputs  (nomind) 
t j  !! rz for a l l  iranee 
8 
I 
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11. 1108 ERROR Progran 
< 
The ERROR Prograa.proceeses the  tape produced by TCON, generating s e n s i t i v i t y  
and covariance matrices as described i n  reference 1. 
program handles several cases (frames) stacked on the tape ,  combining these 
&ita with card input s imilar ly  stacked consisting of a navigation covarieince 
matrix, vehicle maneuver parameters and errors, canera-on-the error ,  and 
won radius error, t o  produce its output. 
The input tape is nediun,ddnsity, mounted on log ica l  wit A, and rewound. 
The output consis ts  of the t o t a l  errors f o r  both telephoto (T)  and wide-angle 
(W) lenses (and the contributions due t o  navigation, a t t i tude ,  camera-on-time, 
and moon radius e r rors )  for nine points i n  the photo frame: the camera ax is  
(designated point (I), and EVAX border points 1 (corner point), 6 (between 
cornem approximately midway), 12 (corner),  17, 23(corner), 28, 34 (corner), 
and 39. 
values, assocSLated rotat ion angle, and oorrelation coefficient,  
Generally speaking, t h i s  
O f  blah 
Also given for the nine 2x2 points for the  t o t a l  error are  the  eigen- 
Input aards are as follows: 
ar 'Pitla card (72 column with case t i t l e )  
b,,F1aguroxd card controll ing parameters for op t iona l  inputs as i l l u s t r a t e d  
below S (Foraat +no) .. 
S I  
Plagword &,regards the semitivity matrix: 
.'f gives 1108 lLnput tape dump 
' 2 means Skip t h i s  case on tape (mad next t i t l e  and flagword 
1 reads inputs from t apo  
o reads card input (no tope) 
-1 uae previous ca8e Value5 
c-1 
Flagwords,2 and 3 regard card input poss ib i l i t i es :  
See Figure 1 'below where 
, Y s maneuver.inputs ( fo r t r an  m~ DR, LST, RIM, TM, FAC, 
ZOrmuaber of maneuvers i n  a ser ies  beginhing with celas- 




I = mvigatlon covafiance matrix, 
& = a t t i t u d e  covariance matrix for telephoto lens ,  
l$,=attltude covariance matrix for wide-angle l ens ,  
M!alToaaem-on-tirne e r ror ,  
DHyt= l ~ n o o n .  radiua error 
I 
F i g u r e  1, Flagword 2 and 3 Poss ib i l i t i e s  
Sheet fja 
i 
1 .  
B i g u r n  2, Flagword Card Format, 4110 
+ *, r t r r  IC 20 30 3 0  COLUMAiS ~ - - 
b 
&C#T AONJTW e. Navigatiem Covariance Cards 
2 Twelve cards ore required, u t i l i t n g  format 8X, 9E16.8- is  punched f r o m  the orb i t  dateminat ion program) units are -kip , (Irm/sec). $ 
de D!f, bRmr Card (Fortran Variables) 
B a m t  l a  63'10.5 for j these  LP-errors) secsnde and b, respectively. 
e. Ihta Reduotion E r r o r  Card (DR Fortran Variable) 
%mat is 3F24.10 for this 3V- error; roll,  pitch,  yaw order  on card; deg. 
\ 
f. Toleretry L i m i t  ycPe E r r o r  Card (LST Fortran Variable) 
Foxmat' is  3F24. for this Fa- error; aay be conbined(rss'8) with DR; rpy'crrder 
I ,  degrees. 
g, Rate Integrat ing Mode D r i f t  E r r o r  Card ( R I M  Fortran Variable) 
s bF24.10 for this 3 T  error; m l l ,  pitch, yaw order  on card; deg. 
h. Maneuver Duration Card (T  Fortran Variable) 
B o m t  is  3224.10 for t h i s  %I- error; ro l l ,  pitch,  yaw order on card;  deg. 
. i. Factor Card (3' Fort- Variable) 
Fomat  is 3F24.10 for this quantity;  rollct  p i t c h ,  yawLorder on card. 
1 i  j. Camera-axis-$0-spacecraft misalignment f o r  wide-angle lens (DON Fortran Var.)  
Forrat lis 3F24.10 for th i s  quantity;  r o l l ,  pitch,  yaw-order on card;deg.,Iv: 
j. Camera-axis-to-spacecraft misalignment f o r  telephoto lens  (CON Fortran Var. ) 





. 11. 1108 EFROB Progxvim, cont'd 
Input cards, cont 'd 'L 
1. hheuver Angle CAd. (AN F o r t r a n  Variable) 
Format l e  3P24010 f o r  this quantity; mu, pitch, yaw order; degrees. 
I . 
Figure & Complete Deck Setup f o r  ERROR Program 




Prepared by: '-, 
Apprnved by: 
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C T H I S  SECT1C)N CCINTROLS T E L E P Y O T O  AND ! J I D E P N G L E  C A S E (  J 7 1 9 2 )  
Sheet 54 
C A L L  RUT ( 5 5  r T 2  9P 9KK 9 J) 
1. 10 COFilTINUE ' 
- 
20 J=J+1 
C PROCESS NEXT C A S E  J=? 
IF(JI~Q.?)GO TO 1 5  
GO TO 26 
5000 FORMAT( IH. l r40X,15H TELEPHOTQ LENS / / / / / / I  
5 5 0 0  FORMAT( lHOr40X916H K I D E  ANGLE LENS / / / / / / / / I  
3 5 00 FORuA T ( 1 H 1 9 1 O X  r 1 2 A 6  I 
Et40 
. . 
M A I N  
t 
. .  . . .  
. .  
. .  . 
\ 
. .  
. -  
Sheet 55 
I F ( L A G (  2 )  ONE.@ )LLG=LAG(  2 ) * 7 7 i L A G  3 1 
CALL NTRAN(1,79LLG9?2)  
W R I T E ( 6 9 1 5 1 5  1 
RETURN 
END 
1 5 1 5  F O R ~ 4 T ( l H 1 , 1 7 H S K I P P E ~  T H I S  C A S E )  
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. .  
Sheet 57 
. .  
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Sheet 58 
I Sheet 59 v 

\ 
. -  FOR ESS,ESS/SOURCE 
% S U B R O U T I N E  E S S ( S 9 K 9 N C )  
C ESS CALCULATES C O V A R I A N C E  M A T R I X  O F  P E 9 T U R B A T I O N S  










MfJ 1 0 7 3 7 r! 
v P 1 0 2 3 8 0 
v P 1 0 2 3 9 0 
IflP 102400 
P I 0 2 4 1 0 
r'AP102420 
J " P t 0 2 4 4 0  
MP102460 
SIP 1 0 2 4 7 0 
lUP102480 
MP'10 2 4 9 0 
. MP102500 
?SP 1 0 2 4 3 0  








F U N C T I O N  A T N l F  ( X 9 Y )  
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Sheet 64 
. -  
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E-100814-3 
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FOR SUP <. SUBROUTINE FND(S,PE!,P,N,PT,DTB) 
. .  
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C C A N  G I V E S  M A T R I X  P R O Z U C T  A BY E3 B Y  A T R A N S P O S E  R E T U R N E D  I N C  
C A L L T R A N  ( A I D 9 M 9 N 1 
C.4LLWP PY ( D 9B I E I N 9 k' 9 
CALL 
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Main program directs execution and loaps through EVAL inputs 
Computes Sensitivity matrix 
P r in t s  out results . 
Computes matrix of navigation, rotat ion,  l" and DRM submtrices .  
Computes root-man square for  output 
Zaros out portions of navigation matrix 
Finite differences WAL inputs for sens i t i v i ty  matrix 
Transposes a matrix 
~ c u l s t o s  ro ta t ion  matrix 
Performs canonical operation ABA for inputs A, B matrices T 
. . .  
Multiplies matrices 
Computes Initial orientat ion xcatrix, reading in inputs 
Comgutes execution matrix 
Stores mstriccs f o r  e r r o r  component analysis 
Switches matrices 
Zeros out matrices 
Reed off of EVAL tape 
Calculates eigen values for latitude aad longitude for each point,  
Beta, REI0 
Computes eigen values am3 ro ta t ion  angle 
Arctan rout ine 
Coslputes flnite differences for sens i t i v i ty  matrix 
Routine t o  handle a case where one pertubation is on Moon and one off 
2 
Bandlc tape errors 
Sheet 70 - 
FLOW CHART #l .OVEDALL PI= OF PROGRAMS - PERVAL, TCON, & ERROR ANALYSIS 
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CALL 
BUT * Sheet 72 
.c 
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4.0 COMPUTER PROGMS PROCEDURES, cont'd 
4.1 References 
1. TBC Document D2-100727-7 (Vol. V I I ) ,  Lunar Orbi ter  1, Postmission Photo Sup- 
porting Data, 9/29/67. 
2,, TBC DocuRIent D2-100752-7 (Vol, V I I ) ,  Lunar Orbi ter  11, Postmiasion Photo S u p  
porting -' Data 9/26/67, 
3@ TBC Document D2-100753-7 (Vol. V I I ) ,  Lunar Orbiter  E, Postmission Photo Sup- 
porting Data, 9/6/67. 
4. TBC Document D2-100754-7 (Vol. V I I ) ,  L u n a r  Orbi te r  IV, Postmission Photo Sup7 
5. l!BC Document D2-100755-7 (Vol. V ) ,  L u n a r  Orbiter v, Postmission Photo S u p  
portiw Data, 9/21/67. 
porting Data, 11/14/67, 
. .  . .  
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5.0 TABITLATIOX 0-n RESULTS: 
5.1 Introduotion . 
A tabulation aheet f o r  error analysis r e s u l t s  ha8 been formulated g iv ing ,  for the  
nine photograph.frane points of Figure 1, the standard deviation of t o t a l  error in 
lat i tude (.a) and longitude ( A )  for both telephoto (T) and wide-angle (W)  lenses, 
and the standard deviations of component e r rors  (navigation, a t t i t ude ,  caaera-on- 
33 
---I' 
34.. r---- -- ---- 
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Figure 1, Camera Axis (0) and Eight (EVAL Program) Border 
Points (1, 6, 12, 17, 23, 28, 34, and 39) Examined 
f o r  Errors. for Each Photograph Frame 
time, and moon radius), and the corresponding lunar surface distance for the t o t a l  
error. 
In addition, photo parameters of special  in te res t  regarding the e m r s  are given, 
a c l u d i n g  nominal tilt angle (of the canera axis relative t o  n a d i r ) ,  spacecraft 
a l t i t u d e ,  and the heading of the  (EVAL) border points r e l a t ive  t o  the o r b i t ;  the 
d u e s  are obtained f r o m  postmission supporting data documents (given i n  t h e  r e f e p  
ence subsection), as representative values only are required t o  i l l u s t r a t e  tho e p  
For agsmH3l.ng p a m e t e r s ,  Also given are the camera axis interoept  and nad i r  l a t i .  
tudee and longitudee, swing-xmgle (see tabulation sheet for explanation), tme am- 
maly, and o r b i t  inclination. 
S p e c i d  notations on the tabulat ion sheet include the mission ta rge t  designation 
for Apollo franes,  not ice  of re la t ive ly  large a t t i t ude  maneuvers (where the sum of 
maneuver angles f o r  a l l  three axes A 120°), and a code giving the number of frames 
aroothed i n  obtaining the camera on-time e r ro r  Tt (as discussed i n  Section 3.4); 
the code is t.  where n is the number of frames smoothed. 
Appendix H gives, f o r  each of the nine photo frame points examined, t h e  eigenvalues 
associated ro ta t ion  angle (relative t o  the l a t i t ude  and longitude error axes),and 
ll 
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5.0 'IW3ULATION RESULTS, cont'd 
5*1 Introduction, cont Id 
correlat ion coef f ic ien t  f o r  the t o t a l  ermrs. 
5.2 Tabulations 
The tabulat ion of results f o r  each frame examined f o r  error analysis is given i n  
this subsection. 
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5.0 TABULATIONE RESULTS, cont'd 
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6,O DISCUSSION - OR RESULTS 
As discussed i n  the S-ry Section, page 1, it I s  again noted t h a t  the e r rors  
in photo locat ion and the overal l  e r r o r  analysis desoribed i n  t h i s  document do 
not account for uncertainties in the Icerowledge of the lunar gravi ta t iona l  model, 
Bxamhatian of the results obtained is  made on a mission-by-mission bas is ,  a l t hoq  
the Interpretat ion thereof ( i n  t e r n  of error-governing parameters) w i l l  be com.~.noi 
t o  a l l  missions, The error-governing parameters determine the magnitude and loca. 
t i o a  of e m r a  obtained; they a r e  a p a c e c e t  a l t i t ude ,  camera ax i s  tilt angle (thc 
angle between the camera axis and nadir) ,  swing angle (showing the quadrant i n  
which %he %Ut angle pertains,  as indicated on the B m r  Analysis Results sheet 01 
Seotion 5.0) number of a t t i t ude  maneuvera following c e l e s t i a l  alignment ( f o r  Mia- 
@ion N frames), and t o  8 l e s s e r  extent,  the o r b i t  inc l ina t ion  and spacecraft hor- 
izonta l  velooiw.  
It is noted that the photo e r r o r  due t o  camera on- the  e r r o r  i s  negligible for all 
misOfonsO 
though the e f f ea t  i s  subdued due to: the  re la t ive ly  large camera axis-to-spacecrafl 
digwent  uncertainty . 
Also, 8 large a t t i t ude  maneuver tends t o  increase the a t t i t ude  error, 
For 8ome frames e i the r  the nominal o r  one o r  more perturbation intercepts  (due to 
the 11 BVAL P w g m  primar~r  e r rors )  f o r  a frame point w i l l  be off the  moon, permll 
ting no data (ND) to  be presented for that  point. 
Mission I -
Latitude and longitude errors far Apollo frames are noted t o  be l e s s  than 0.4 km 
for the telephoto (T) lens and l e s s  than 0,6 km for the  wide-angle (W)  lens,  where 
the camera axis tilt angle is small ( l e s s  than 20'). 
the  W than T lena beoause the misalignment of the camera axis i n  the spacecraft i s  
slightly larger for the W lens ,  and because the l a rge r  f i e l d  of view f o r  W contri-  
butes t o  a l a r g e r  e r ro r  due t o  moon radius uncertainty f o r  some points in  the pho- 
The errors are l a rge r  for 
Emm in',the neighborhood of 1 km result for Apollo Frame 137, having large tilt 
angle, the-moon radius B m r  being the primary contributor. 
GeneraPly speaking, the same r e su l t s  apply for frames having the same error-govern- 
ing pametere .  For frames taken at increased a l t i t ude  ( r e l a t ive  to  an a l t i t ude  oj 
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$ a 0  DESCUSSIONE RESULTS, C O I I t ' d  
approximately 50 h f o r  Apolla frames), the a t t i t u d e  e m r  becomes more signifi- 
cant, increasing the error8 i n t o  the  neighborhood of0.3 . 3 km for 250 km a l t i tudr  
and i n to  the region o f  4 - 40 km f o r  1300 - 1500 Irm a l t i t ude ,  depending upon the 
point examined in the frame. 
taken at a l t i t udes  gmater than approxiwatelJr 2LO km. 
t o t d l  error is a combination of s ignif icant  contributions from navigation and at- 
The a t t i t ude  error actual ly  predominates for frames 
For lower a l t i t u d e s  the  
t i t ude  errar sources, with a s igni f icant  variance for some points i n  the frame due 
t o  moon radius  errora 
Mission . .  
The ApolILo frames have photo e m m  l e s s  than 0.3 km for the 9 l e n s  and l e e s  than  
0.5 b the lens W ,  f o r  low camera axis tllt angles ( l e s s  than 20'). 
tilt angle the Apollo frame errors are increased into the  neighborhood of 0,3 - 3 
h. 
fha a t t i t u d e  error predominates for frames taken in the neighborhood of 1400 - 160 
k n  a l t i t ude ,  f o r  which the  photo e r rors  are In the region of 3 - 20 lcm, For lower 
al t i tudes  the t o t a l  e r ror  is a combination of signif ioant  contributions from nav- 
, ,  I -  
For large 
ggqtion and a t t i t ude  e m r  sources, with a s igni f icant  variance f o r  some points i n  
the  frame due t o  moan. radius error, 
Mission . .  
A p o l h  frames having l o w  camem a d s  t b l t  angle ( less  than 20') exhibit errors 
leers than 0.4 h f o r  the  T 10- and less  than 0.6 km f o r  lens W, the exception 
being Frame 148, for which the errom are less than 0.6 loa f o r  the T l ens  and less 
than l,2 km f o r  the W l e n s  ( f o r  a tilt angle of €3.4'). 
targe tilt angle, photo errors result i n  the neighborhood of 0,2 - 20 km. 
Attitude e m i *  governs f o r  Frame 37 (393 km a l t i t ude ) ,  giving photo errors i n  the 
neighborhood of 0.1 - 6 krn, and for Fraree 121 (1461 km altitude), resul t ing in 
photo errors in the region of 0.3 - 11 lac. 
EL combination of s igni f icant  contributions f r o m  navigation and att i tude error 
8oume8, with a s igni f icant  variance for some points in the frame due t o  moon rad$ 
B m F .  
Mlssion IV 
I _  , s.- A 
For Apollo frames having 
For lower a l t i t udes  the total e r r o r  is 
7- 
All frames are taken at high altitude f o r  Mission N (greater  than 2600 Inn); att i-  
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6.3 DISCUSS1Ot-l OTp RESULTS, cont 'd 
trade errors predominate therefore i n  everg cam, With the exception of frames ' 
M e n  i n  the  region of 6000 km a l t i t ude ,  most frames a r e  taken i n  the neighborhooc 
of 2800 km a l t i t ude ,  permitting Apollo and addltional frames t o  be considered 
together i n  a discussion of photo e m m .  
A notable consideration for some frames is the increased a t t i t ude  error generally 
scomulated due t o  a number of a t t i t u d e  maneuvem involved since (and including) 
the maneuver re la t ive  t o  ce l e s t i a l  alignment. For fire maneuvers, photo e r rom 
are In the rzelghborhood of 40 km and more; for a single maneuver, errors ae low 
as a few Iun a m  obtained for some f m e  points, 
of the larger  e m m  (grea te r  than 90 km), but the photo errors are given a8 an 
indieation of the extensive uncertainty of some frame points. 
off C;ee moon, p a d t t i n g  no data (ND) t o  be given. 
Mlssisn< 
A p l l o  Rigi$es trave photo e m m  less  than 0,5 lan for the T l ens  and l e s s  than 0,9 
km f o r  the l ensp  f o r  low camera axis tilt angle ( l e s s  than 20'). These e r ro r s  
a m  slightly l a r g e r  than those f o r  Xissions I, IP, and 111, as the Apollo frames 
a m  taken a t  a l t i t u d e s  i n  the neighborhood of 100 lan. 
ApoUo frame e m r s  f a l l  i n  the region of 0,2 - 30 h, 
Nonlinearity is present i n  some 
Many::pointa are 
. t  
. -  - 
1 
For large tilt angles, the 
The attitude error predominates for f m e s  taken at a l t i tudes  grea te r  than 240 lan. 
For a l t i k d e s  below 240 lan the t o t a l  error I s  a oombination of s igni f icant  contri-  
butions fmm navigation and a t t i t ude  e m r  sources, with a s igni f icant  rarianoe 
for some polnts fn the frame due t o  moon radius error.  
For frames taken a t  a l t i t udes  i n  the neighborhood of 1300 - 3400 lon, the photoi . 
ermm vary widely i n  the region af 1 - bOO km. 
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Appendix A 
Miealignment of Camera Axis  i n  Spacecraft 
Introduction: 
Ins ta l la t ion  emom attend the mounting of the telephoto (T)  and wide-angle ( W )  
Xensea i n  each spacecraft. Since the EVAL program accommodates camera pointing 
br the maneuver angles of r o l l ,  pitch, and yaw, it is necessary t o  ascer ta in  
mneuver q l e  errors equivalent t o  cancra axis-to-spacecraft misalignment for 
each lens. 
Equivalent Maneuver Angle E r r o r s  : 
The nominal camera axis coRe and clock anglee are 110' and 90' respectively, 
neasured i n  t he  spacecraft as indiaated i n  Figure 1. The equivalent r o l l ,  p i tch,  
-Ye, WttJOpUS ! yk14" 
IN rcy P&l#E >;=& p& 
?rc yA, 
--)COMIfiJALTANP W aMEFL4 4' M E S  I N X ' d  PUUE 9 9Jf l  
t 
Figure 1, Noninal Mounting of Camera Axis i n  Spacecraft 
and yaw emom are d e t e d n e d ,  f o r  the telephoto lens,  from the cone and clock 
mounting uncertain* of the Wephoto  lens  with respect t o  the spacecraft, 0,3O 
for eachp 3 r  (W&za.tnzyd&. 
to be; respectively, 
The equivalent roll, pitch,  and yaw errors are  seen 
where normal distributions have been assumed for the cone and clock mounting 
e m m .  
The equivalent maneuver angle errors f o r  the wide-angle lens (W)  are larger be- 
U S  4802 1 4 3 4  R E V .  8 - 6 5  
Appendix A, cont'd 
Equivalent Maneuver Angle Errors i cont 'd 
CBUECJ it is  mounted relative to the telephoto lens. 
cone anin ellack u n c e r t h t i e r  was nade f r o m  photo data f o r  Missions? 11, 111, and 
3 (reference E), yielding the results given i n  Figure 2. 
X study of T re W (=W re l?) 
Figure, 2, W re T Cone and Clock Errors 
The relationships giving roll, pitch, and yaw errors f o r  the W lens are 
(7) 
- 
degrees ( 5 )  
degrees ( 6  1 
= q i G a t & 2 g  
-IGP+ T 2 . M  . m 
SiN a* 
giving the restilts l i s t e d  i n  Prigure 3; the error values employed f o r  blissions I 
and IV are the worst caae values of those f o r  Edisslons 11, 111, and V. 
Pigum 3 9  R&l, Pitch,  a'ad Yaw Errors Used for the Wide-Angle 
Lem, Using W re T Photo Data Unoertanty 
References: 
- 
1, Tho Boeiney Company Document D2-100814-1, Lunar O r b i t e r  Photo S i t e  Accuracy- 
A d p i S  Q Find Report - %QtQ Site AnalyBis. ~ 
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Pactom F+* F6 , and. F Y 
Introduction: 
The initial or ientat ion e r r o r  IO1 or ] and execution e r r a m  [ 
Qustment t o  final. a t t i t ude ,  as mentioned i n  Section 3,3. 
complished by fac tors  F$ , Po 
errorsI respectively) i a r  necessary because 
The adjustment, ac- 
and B ( fo r  the roll, pi tch,  wd yaw maneuver angle Y 
1, the zaaneuver angles are perturbed about final a t t i t ude  ( in  obtaining 
s e n s i t i v i t i e s  of photo parameters t o  maneuver angles), whereas 
1 and EX2 e m m  r e su l t  according t o  the maneuver order: c1 - 4 2* p-3. Or 
for a RPY'maneuver ( r o l l ,  pitch,  yaw order),  f o r  examplep the  roll 
and pitch maneuver angle e r ro r s  occur before final a t t i t ude  is reached, 
so that an adjustment t o  findl a t t i tude  is  required. 
EwEsSiOnS for F$r E, and Ftp 
The adjustmcnt t o  final a t t i t ude  is-made f o r  It and P maneuver angle emora .of  an 
RPY m811euverp and for R and Y e m r a  of an Hyp maneuver; the adjustment i s  'made by 
noting the caaera a x i s  orientat ion as the maneuver progresses: 
1. for t he  It maneuver e m m  of  an RPY maneuver, for example, re fe r r ing  
t a  Figure 1, the a n g l e c / l  between the i n i t i a l  oamera a x i s  orientat ion 
and the  normal t o  the i n i t i a l  roll a x i e  orientat ion is observed, along 
with the angle M 2  betwe'en the final camera axis orientat ion and the 
aarasll t o  the i n i t i a l  roll a x i e  orientation, 
2* Faator F,+ is  then formed as the Patio of 
(1 1 
. -  
F = C O S X ' ~  C 
. _ _  - -  --_ - -. 
- - --giving the error mclo (carresponbfng t o  flnai and trdttal camera a x i s  
positions) r e l a t i v e  t o  the i n i t i a l  r o l l  ax is ,  where the e r ro r s  have 
been generated. 
final at t i tude.  
This f ac to r  will therefore adjust  the ro l l  error to 
The saae procedure is  carr ied out for the P 8x3,s of the RPY maneuver, and the 
B a n d  Y =ea of an RYP maneuver, taking the " ini t ia l"  pi tch and yaw maneuver 
axis posit ions in each ease as the or ientat ion resulting a f t e r  the r o l l  maneuver. 
Empirioal expressions were deduaed f a r  each case by examination of F i g u r e  1, 
the re la t iomhips  f o r  the f ac to r s  being given i n  Figure 2, where 0 
note pitch and yaw maneuver angles respectively. The RPY and RYP maneuver orders 
and TJ de- A- 
_ -  

























Appendix B, cont'd 
Expreesions for F'h, 2, and 9, cont'd 
Figure 1, Nominal M u t i n g  of Camera A X ~ Q  in Spaceoraft 
BIT Maneuver . BYP Maneuver 
Figure 2, Expressions f a r  Pc Pg and Fp Rol l ,  Pitoh, 
and Yaw E m r  Faotors, Respectively 
oralp are required as other maneuver orders, such &e the PYP maneuver of Mission IV 
fPane 16, are synthesized f r o m  two maneuverss (R)PY, (B)P(Y), of this type (where 
the saneuvers in paranthash  are set equal to earn, 
U S . 4 8 0 2  1 4 3 4  R E V .  8 - 6 5  
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T a b u l a t i o n z  Fautors for Each Mission, cont'd 
Mission I 









1.04 l o 0 0  .4603 
1000 lo00 1.00 
1.00 le00 lo00 
11000 1.00 bo00 
1.00 1000 loo0 
L o 0 3  1080 e764 
lo00 1.00 1.00 
lo00 1.00 P.00 
u a s i o n  11 
F$ % "9 Apollo Frames 
F 58 1.00 1.00 0883 
P79 1.04 l a 0 0  0620 
P 87 1.04 1.00 0546; 
F 93 a964 1.00 1.00 
F26 le04 1.00 0650 















1.00 lo00 la00 
1000 1000 1.00 
1.00 1000 1.00 
1000 1.00 1000 
1000 1000 1000 
loo0 1.00 l e 0 0  
1.00 1000 1000 
b FP 
1.04 lo00 0497 
0910 1.00 1.53 
1.04 1.00 0635 
1.04 le00 0561 
lo00 lo00 1001 
1000 1.00 1.m 
Ffl PP F# *@ Additional Frames Additional P m e s  I?+ 
F 22 09811 l e 0 0  1.14 F 99 
F 26 0913 1000 1051 P141 
'p 33 1000 l e 0 0  b e 0 0  F16 2 
B 34 le00 1.00 1000 F196 
P 62 e945 1eOQ 1035 P214 










































































Appendix B, eont'd 
Tabulation Sp Factors for Eaoh Mission, cont#d 
c 
Miesion I11 
9 Addi t iona l  Frames l?+ F4 
0975 1,w 
. e870 1.00 
1.05 2o(M 
e870 L O O  - .9m lo00 
0994 1,00 
1.801 1.00 
e708 0992' . 
1.19 









L O O  1.00 
1,06 1.00 
1,06 1.00 
.96p L O O  
















L o o  
1.00 
L O O .  
9 F$ Addi t iona l  F m e s  F 
F 75 0923 le00 
F 78 0950 0995 
P 81 1.01 1000 
PI02 0930 0991 
P12P 1.00 1.00 
F213 0993 1.00 
P215 .902 1.00 
i 
Apollo F m e s  p+ *e 
(F107) %e01 0981 
(T106) e 0851 e990 
Flq8 LO6 leob 
n a g  le02 1.00 
(l?118)\ e844 e991 
(F119) 1.01 .gal 
F120 \ l e 0 6  1eoO: 
'PI21 1.02 1.00 
(F124) .900 1.00 
Fl25 1.06 1.00 
(F136) 0892 1.00 
(Fl42A) 0810 lo00 
F143 1006 1.00 
F144 1,02 1.00 
F137 1.06 1.00 
(F142B) 1001 0979 
Addit io ,+l  Frames R9 
(F 381 0 943 
(p 3 9 )  10M 
(p 40) 1002 
(F 41) 9m 
F 4 2  .984 
]la 75 0450 
(F 1426) . 810 
F 142B 1001 
I? 146 . 568 
P 154 0 782 
F 165 . 547 





1000 . 990 










































F m e s  in parentheses signify f m e s (  with associated manewem-) involved between 
c-ial a1iEnmen.t; and frames of i n t e m s t ( n o t  parenthesized). 
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Tabulationof Factors f o r  Eaeh Mipsion, cont'd 
I ILUssion V 

















F 63 1004 e940 lo00 
F 91 0973 0942 1.00; 
F102 0400 1.00 2m89 
FlO3 le06 1.00 1000 
mi7 1.06 0942 1000 
F130 le03 e940 1000 
p168 10% 0947 1000 
w v)
3 
. ,. . .  
I ., 
. .  
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Coapilation of Maneuver Input Data Sheets 
Introduction: 
' A maneuler data sheet i s  a required input t o  the e r ror  analysis study f o r  each 
P m e  e d n e d  (including Mission ,IV f m e s  corresponding t o  c e l e s t i a l  alignment, 
up. b and inclusive of the fraae of in te res t ) .  The maneuver data sheet tabulates 
3.S maneuver angle (roll ,  pitch,  and yaw) e r ro r s  due to da ta  reduotion (DR, uncer 
W n t y  resul t ing i n  locat ing dead-band posit ion from known data points),  l i m i t -  
cycle posit ion e r rors  due t o  telemetry e r ro r  (LS ), and rate-integrating-mode 
u n c e r t a h t i e a  (RIM). 
trltudea, and durations) required t o  compute Qther maneuver angle errors given in 
Section 3,3* 
T/L 
Also tabulated are maneuver parameters (maneuver order, mag 
The data reduotion and .telemets;r errors are combined (root-sum-squared) into a 
aengle tnput armr by the maneuver analysis pr0gm.n W. DERVISH which obtains 
them; thls is  va l id  as . they  a re  so combined i n  t h e . e r m r  analysis. 
for a given maneuver axis includes the t o t a l  d r i f t  uncertainty f r o m  c e l e s t i a l  
alignment t o  picture time (o r  previous or ientat ion t o  picture time for each frame 
hn 8 Mission IV aequence), subtracting the xraneuver duration time 
axas,. 
The R I M  e m r  
for that  
Ih eorae eases the data reduction error is unsyrnmetx-ical due t o  a t t i t u d e  posit ion 
near one.side of the dead band for a given maneuver axia. I n  such cases( negll- 
g i b l s  e m r  is introduced by forming symmetricdl bounds according t o  the  la rges t  
deviation, because a l l ' o t h e r  errors are  symnetrical, including the predominating 
ceera-axis-to-spacecraft alignment error. 
Maneuver &-& Sheets: 
A ntane&er da ta  sheet for each frame of interset is attached. 
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Appendix D 
Error  Code L i s t  
1 fntmduation: 
As a l l  frames are not examined for e m r  iandYSi8, representative fraaes have 
bem investigated auuh that the  errors resul t ing are applicable t o  all frames. 
Thia is accomplished by the e r r o r  code number as follows: the e m r  code number, 
given for each frame, i s  the frame number examined for error analysis having er- 
porn deemed representative of the errors for the frame of in t e re s t ;  e r r o r  code 
numbers are given for (and applicable within) each mission. 
Frsues examined for e r ro r  analyeis were selected @ring consideration t o  paramete 
d i rec t ly  affect ing the photo errors) such as spacecraft a l t i t ude ,  cemera axis tilt 
angle3 and a t t i t ude  maneuver magnitudes, as diecussed i n  Section 2.3. 
The ermr code list is given f o r  each mission below. 
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Appendix DS COnt'd 
1 E m r  Code List, cont'd I--.--- 
~ . Ussion I1 
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Appendix D, tontld 
Error Code List, cont'd 
---c 
Frames Error Code Frames Error Code Ihrnes 
5-8 
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' Appendix D, cont'd 
B m r  Code L i s t ,  cont'd ---
ues ion  v 
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Appendix E 
. B i e l d  of V i e w  Xrror 
Int pduction: 
The f i e ld .o f  view uncertainty i s  shorn to  be negligible, as it is  approximately 
an order of -tude l e s s  than the cmera ax is  misalignment (which is > 0.Zo, 1~ 
and has the s a w  effect on the photo errors. 
be calculated for a corposite worst ease f o r  the telephoto ( T )  and wide-angle ( W )  
lenses from focal length and clasp dimension d a t a  given i n  references 1 and 2. 
The f i e l d  o f  v i e w  error , -  , may 
Calculation of Cbmaposite Worst Case 7s: 
The f i e l d  of t i e w  half-angle i s  determined by reference to Figure  1 as 
Figure 1, Field of View Half-Angle Determination 
in is The increment 
. A B  = 
80 that 
Appendix E, aoht'd 
Calculationof Coraposite Warst CaseT7 cont'd 
A worst-case value f o r  is worth examining to see w h a t  magnitude o f  error is 
involved; i t  i s  readily fozaulated by postulating a coaposite worst oase for the 
T and W lensels giving greatest T2 
-f-J 
in equation (4). Prom references 1 and 2 B 
we have 
end 
P w 8 0  &, 
.030/3 PPI. 3 ,010 111~0 rF 
The resulting y- i s  
misalignment uncertainty ( Z 0.1', IT). 
.0131°, a negligible value in relation to the camera axis ? 
References: _ _  --- ..--- - . 
1. The Booing Company Pocument D2-100814-2, Lunar Orbiter Photo Site Accuracy 
- 
- Aaafysis - F i n a l  Report - Supporting-. 
2. Brown, Duane C c ,  wCalibration of Three High Resolttion Lunar Orbiter Cameras", 
D. Brown Associates, Inc., May 29, 1967; prepared for TBC, Boeing P.O. N-721860. 
7631 o 
. .  
~- 
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Appendix F 
Rotational Error Due t o  Mandacturing and Instal la t ion 
of Camera Photo PramPe Relative t o  the Spacecraft 
IEt roduct ion: 
An er ron . in  photo frame point locations on the moon ar ises  f r o m  rotational e m r  
due t o  manufacturing and i r m t d l a t i o n  of the camera photo frame hardware relative 
t o  the spacecraft. 
to-spacecraft alignment error ,  discussed i n  Appendix A, It I s  shown that the 
rotat ional  e r r o r  e f fec t  i s  negligible, including both the telephoto (T)  fraae 
rotational error r e  the spacecraft, and t h e  wide-angle ( W )  fmae rotational er- 
ror re the  telephoto frame. 
Worst-case E m r s  on the Moon: 
Par a spaceoraft a l t i t u d e  of 57.3 lun, the nominal intercepts  of the  photo frmes 
(T and W >  on t h e  moon are  given i n  Figure 1, one degree f i e l d  of view giving 1 kn 
This rotational e m r  is considered apart  fmm camera axis- 
TI-  
\ 
Figure 1, N o m i n a l  Field of View Intercepts for 57.3 km 
Spacecraft Altitude and Zero T i l t  m e ;  Corres- 
ponding Worst-Case Rotational Deviations 
distance for zem tUt  angle. The rotat ional  errom for ehis s i tua t ion  cause 
worst-case deviations 2 dT and 2 
aatsd. The uncertainties are 
6 
at the cornenof the photo framesas indi- 
T- P lOO5(T;/ 57-3) = 1O05(OJ0/57.3) = .0184 ka (1 1 






Appendix F, cont 'd 
Worst-Case Errors on t h e  Moon, cont'd -
s (29.2/57.3) '{(O.l)* + (0.0992)2 = 29,2(0.141°/57.3) = .0722 h ; ( 2  
V- B 
rrua-square of  the s t a t i s t i c a l l y  independent cont r ibu t ions  
!he value used f o r  
I s  the wide angle r o t a t i o n a l  uncertainty re  the spacecraf t ,  being the root- 
T-' and Fre T. T 
re in equation (2)  i s  a c o n s e p t i v e  one for dl ais- 
sians; values of this quant i ty  obtained front photo data are given i n  Pigure 2, 
Hgum 2, Values of F m m  Phato Data T i r e  
froi  reference 2. . .  
The siea of the  r o t a t i o n a l  u n c e r t a ~ t l e s  of-equat f ins  -(I) and (2) is now noted 
- -- - 
relative t o  consorvative e t t i t u d e  ermrs for a photo corner point  for a frame - 
taken as approximately 57.3 km a l t i t u d e  (conservatively 52.9 km, t he  tilt angle 
being 4,P);  t h e  a t t i t u d e  errors are examined as they are a l t i t u d e  sens i t i ve ,  
aPong.with ro t a t iona l  error .  Taking the e r r o r s  from Mission 111, F m e  202 (page 
157)* we have the l a t i t u d e  ( ) and longitude ( ) errors of Figure 3: 
2 Lens W Lens 
-a 0.166 km p 0.130 Ian 
= 0,111 = 0-163 " 
Figure 3, Conservative Att i tude Errors; Mission 111, 
Frans 202, EYAL Corner Point 1, Alt i tude  
is 52.9 kw; tilt angle 4*2'. 
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Appendix F, cont'd 
Worst-case E m r s  on the Moon, cont'd 
-I
Aasuming conservatively that the U-, errors are aligned along the 
amallest of t h e  errors of Figure 3 for both T and W lenses ,  the resulting to ta l  





~ . -  . -  - 
The resulting error in-the photo--emorh is 
ana 
$9/130 = 14.6 % 
a s d l  amount for  t h i s  worst-case analysis. 
Ref erencea : 
1, The Boeing Company Document D2-100814-1, Lunar  Orbiter Photo S i t e  Accuracy 
Analysis - Final.Beport - Photo S i t e  Agalysis. 
. .  
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Cwre la t ion  Coeff ic ien ts  for t he  Er ro r -Se t  Frames 
Introduction: 
For each of the  nine photo poin ts  examined f o r  each frame (for both te lephoto and 
wide-angle lenses)  results have been given in Sect ion 5.0, inaluding standard 
dsv ia t ions  of t o t a l  l a t i t u d e  and. longi tude e r rors ,  and the  standard deviat ions of, 
t h e  cont r ibu t ing  e r r o r  sources (navigation, a t t i t u d e ,  camera on-time, and moon- 
rad ius  errors). 
coe f f i c i en t ,  eigenvalues, and assooiated ro t a t ion  angle f o r  the t o t a l  ( l a t i t u d e  
and longi tude)  errors. 
In add i t ion  it is deemed des i rab le  t o  show for representa t ive  e r r o r  frames ( the  
Error-Set Frames discussed i n  Seotion L O )  coaputer p r in tou t s  showing error cor- 
relatfonrr between the nine points  i n  t h e  f&e f o r  both t h e  te lephoto and wide- 
A180, Appendix H givea,  f o r  each point  examined, the co r re l a t ion  
- ___ - - _. - - - - 
augle lenses f o r  the  t o t a l  errors; these pr in touts .a re  given below, 
ca l l ed  t h a t  t he  E r r o r  Se t  gives representa t ive  (and worst-case) e r r o r  values for 
dl framee examined. - - _ _  __- - --. 
It is re- 
- -~ --  - _ _  
Error-Set Computer Pr in touts :  
Complete sets of covariance matrices pJ and pJ of photo errors are included 
i n  t h i n  nubsection for t he  telephoto(T) and wide-angls(W) l enses  for t h e  E m r - S e t  
Frames. These 18x18 covariance matr ices  are smbfivdded i n t o  three p a r t s  in the 
p r in tou t  an& l abe led  as shown in  Figure I, the  covarianae matrices being symmetri- 
-  
a d .  
I 1 '  
Figure 1, BrcZdcdown of pT] and ripw] covariance Matrices 
of Total Photo E r r o r s  
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Appendix 0 ,  cont'd 
The photo e r rors  are generally correlated because of correlation within the  input 
or 
This is 80 as the perturbation of a q  of the eleven EVAL Progpam 
Correla- 
, and because tenas i n  the sens i t iv i ty  matrix [SI 
a m  c o m l a t e d .  
error-producing inputs. perturb8 a t  once the e n t i r e  photo frame, T or W. i 
I US 4002 1454 R E V .  6 - 6 5  C i .  
Appendix B ' 
Tabulation of Eigenvalues, Associated Rotation Angle, and 
Correlation Coefficient for Total Errors 
Int roduation: 
With regard t o  the 2x2 covariance matrix of l a t i t u d e  and longitude error for a 
photo point  (the camera axis,  point 0, or the EVAL border points, 1, 6 ,  12, 17, 
23, 28, 34, a d  39) ,  the e i g e w l u e s  and corresponding rotation angle are of in- 
teremt, w h i c h  depend upon the correlation between the l a t i t u d e  an& longitude er- 
ror. 
the eigenvalues 
diagonal canonical form) and the rotation angle  
in F i g u n  1, sketched for a bivariate  normal dist r ibut ion o f  l a t i tude(& ) and 
These quant i t ies  are l i s t e d  by mission for the t o t a l  errors below, where 
and A, (reducing the or ig ina l  2x2 covariance matrix t o  i t 8  
have the significance indicatc 
Figure 1, Eigenvalues h ,  and A, and Rotation Angle 
Covariance Matrix v= %?for a Given Point 
Included in the tabulation is , where P 
and 
for 
The rotat ion angle @ is  
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Appendix R, cont'd 
Tabulation 
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Appendix J 
Sample Sensitivity Matrices 
Introduot ion: 
Sample sens i t iv i ty  matrices h' and are given, where 
L Ti 
SI= 
T ' W  
d 
d X  
as discussed i n  Section 2.0. 
PAC and PA photo (latitude and longitude) parameters, and km, sec,  and degrees o f  
spacecraft attitude f o r  papametera i n  the denominators of the elements of the ma- 
t r ix .  
The units are degrees on the moon surface f o r  the"' 
sample pT, and pw] far Mission 111, Frame 73: - __ 
.. . Appendix J, cont'd 
